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KPI Demo
Reports & Indicators

The model specifics includes two options: to
solve problems with tracking and to monitor
performance indicators - for the company as a
whole and for each individual employee.



The goals of the Demo Booth

• Presentation for the Advanced KPI list 

guide;

• Automatic calculation of indicators;

• Visualization of indicators;

• Explanatory notes for the slides;

• Individual KPI reports.
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Main user menu

Configures time periods and budget versions, in addition to 
switching between report blocks and slides.
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Brandlook Reflects user-defined styles for later use in the project.
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Comments

You can add a comment to each slide in the report menu in text format.

Users viewing the report will also be able to set the specific period for which the comment will

be left. The comments can include indicators that are automatically calculated.
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Implementation of the annual budget

This slide shows the implemented budget percentages for four indicators in the form of pie

charts.
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Factor analysis. Net profit by results

The next slide shows a factor analysis of net profit formation in the form of waterfall charts,

with percentages below.
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Factor analysis. Net profit for the previous year

The current slide looks similar to the previous slide. However, the versions being compared differ. Here 

is the ratio of the fact of the current year to the fact of the previous year. 
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Net profit. Structure by results

The third slide shows the percentage of the individual blocks by net profit to gross profit. Here we see 

various types of expenses, income tax, and other items.
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Total costs This slide contains key cost indicators based on the MDB report. Each slide will

automatically adjust data depending on the period and user selected.
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Total operating performance

This slide shows the dynamics of sales with VAT for the current year and two prior years, including the 

delta of change percentage in the indicator.
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Group balance sheet – assets The changes in the Balance

sheet items (assets,

liabilities) are displayed

here as a combination of

pie and bar charts, as well

as the corresponding

tables. Users may trace the

dynamics of current and

non-current assets.
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The balance sheet for the group - liabilities 
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Sales and gross profit

The graphical analysis in the

details of which the data was

loaded appears. The platform

also provides the ability to

present data in sections of

varying levels.
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Sales by the end of the year The current slide shows the percentage of sales by region and the

implementation of the sales budget in each region.
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Gross profit and profitability

The indicators of gross 

profit, profitability, and 

their deviations are 

presented similarly.
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Sales and profitability by sales channels

Slide by sales channel, supplementing the information on sales by region. It displays graphs and tables 

with relative indicators broken down by period.
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Business performance indicators

This slide includes data on the duration of the financial cycle and trade turnover.
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Working capital
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Liquidity and financial stability
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Profitability indicators

The current slide shows graphs for various profitability indicators: return on assets, return on equity, 

and return on capital invested.
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Liquidity ratios

There are also normative values in addition to the actual data, which are set by customers, for liquidity 

indicators. 
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Share of commercial expenses in gross profit

This slide features information on operating, selling and administrative costs, divided by sales channel.
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Conclusions and solutions

After viewing the final presentation, users have the option to leave specific comments-solutions to 

resolve current problems and to improve the company's performance.  Users may also provide 

comments or conclusions based on the data presented.
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Personal employee report

Each user’s role defines a set of required parameters, which can be divided into several folders.

Personal KPIs can either be in text format, yes or no, or in numerical format, i.e. absolute or relative 

values. Users can set the required number of decimal places for each indicator in numerical format.
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Olapsoft

Address: Hauptstraße 117,
Berlin, 10827, Germany

info@olapsoft.com
+49 173 9320358


